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 Breathe healthy air,
just like in the Athletes' Village
 Breathe healthy air
 (Selection of the French company responsible for the delivery of the Olympic buildings)
 Learn more... Buy

Eco-friendly French air purifiers
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 Certified and labeled Solar Impulse [image: Solar Impulse-certified air purifiers]
 Satisfied or refunded [image: Money-back guarantee for air purifiers]
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 Eco-friendly French air purifiers
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 Certified and labeled Solar Impulse
 [image: Money-back guarantee for air purifiers]
 Satisfied or refunded
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 New in 2024: Air Quality Sensor TEQOYA S1 and its Tester Mon Air offer
 Discover the new Air Quality Sensor TEQOYA S1 and evaluate your air quality for 30 days with our exclusive TEQOYA S1 loan offer.
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 TEQOYA S1

 Air Quality Monitor
 0
 Discover
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 Test My Air - 30 days

 Exclusive loan offer for TEQOYA S1
 0
 Discover
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 Our certified and labeled air purifiers
 Our purifiers adapt to your various needs and have undergone checks and certifications by several French and foreign laboratories.
 It has obtained the "Efficient Solution" label (recognized efficiency) from the Solar Impulse Foundation.
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 ALANA™
  
 for your living room or workplace
 0
  Discover
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 TEQOYA 450
    
 for large and quiet rooms
 0
  Discover
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 TEQOYA 200
        
 For your bedroom
 0
  Discover
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 TEQOYA Nomad
  
 For your car
 0
  Discover





Define your air purification need
 [image: TEQOYA protection contre la pollution]
 Protection against pollution

 [image: TEQOYA allergies respiratoires]
 Asthma and Allergies

 [image: TEQOYA virus et bactéries]
 Viruses, bacteria, and molds

 [image: TEQOYA asthme et sommeil]
 Well-being, sleep, and negative ions


 Deepen your reflection with our air quality guide



Why Use an Air Purifier?
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 	90% of the air we breathe comes from indoors, and we inhale 12,000 liters of air per day
	Indoor spaces accumulate pollutants in addition to outdoor air pollution
	Air pollution leads to allergic responses and reduces life expectancy
 (according to publications by the French National Public Health Agency and Cardiovascular Research)




With TEQOYA: Where Clean Air Becomes Reality
 Your surroundings transcend mere physical spaces. They represent tranquility, safety, and a refuge from external disturbances. 
But is this the reality? Are you aware of the indoor air quality within your home? And in a professional setting, have you considered the implications of the air you breathe on your well-being, particularly for occupations exposed to dust and pollutants?
 TEQOYA introduces a comprehensive range of products dedicated to ensuring optimal air quality in the environments where you spend 90% of your time, whether it's the various rooms within your home - bedroom, living room, kitchen... - or professional spaces: offices, waiting areas, meeting rooms, shops, gyms, workshops, hotels, restaurants...
 Learn More 
 Our S1 Air Quality Sensor heralds a groundbreaking approach to air quality measurement, the culmination of extensive research. It not only measures particle mass (PM2.5) with exceptional precision but also quantifies particle count, empowering you to tailor your purification needs precisely.
 All TEQOYA air purifiers are engineered to replicate the pristine ambiance of natural environments, evoking the serenity of the great outdoors: rivers, mountains...
 	Our devices incorporate ozone-free ionization technology, eliminating unwanted particles, allergens, pollutants, and even viruses, fostering a healthier indoor environment;
	Manufactured in France to exacting standards, they deliver consistent effectiveness throughout their lifespan (estimated at 10 years), unlike some technologies, such as HEPA filters, which rapidly degrade in performance;
	Operating with minimal energy consumption and generating zero waste due to washable, non-disposable filters;
	Characterized by compact, discreet designs, effortless maintenance, and installation, our products are lightweight and adaptable to your indoor space;
	Certified and rigorously tested by independent laboratories and validated in real-world settings by professionals and consumers alike.

 So, which TEQOYA air purifier is right for you? Consider the room's function and dimensions as primary factors.
 	For whisper-quiet operation in tranquil spaces, consider the TEQOYA 200 (ideal for bedrooms and small rooms), the TEQOYA 450 (suitable for larger rooms), or the Nomad model (for cars and various vehicles).
	For high-traffic areas (waiting rooms, meeting spaces, shops) or environments with elevated pollutant levels (kitchens, workshops, artisanal settings), the e-filtration technology of the TEQOYA Cyclo, which combines ozone-free ionization and electrofiltration to capture pollutants, provides an optimal solution. Connected and programmable, with adjustable fan modes, the TEQOYA Cyclo delivers tailored purification according to specific needs.


 Explore Our Product Catalog
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 Our technologies are inspired by nature...

 [image:  air purifier TEQOYA]

 IONIZATION (no ozone emission)
 Present in the purest environments on the planet, negative ions naturally purify the air.
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 ELECTROSTATIC FILTRATION
 In a cleanable plates system, ionized pollutants are safely captured using our discharge-free technology.




 ... for comprehensive air purification
 TEQOYA air purifiers remove up to 99% of ultrafine particles and germs.
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TEQOYA, the made in France brand going international, in construction, and at major events
 Since 2015, TEQOYA has been developing cutting-edge technologies exclusively dedicated to air purification, within a rigorous eco-design framework. The brand is now globally recognized in both the residential and professional markets.
 We are currently expanding into new applications in the construction industry, with our electrostatic filtration technology integrated into buildings selected by SOLIDEO* for the 2024 Athletes' Village. Co-developed with the renowned brand ALDES, a leader in ventilation systems, this technology also equips our ALANA™ air purifier.
 TEQOYA is a multicultural and human-sized company united by a common mission to improve our way of living.
 *SOLIDEO is the company responsible for the delivery of the Olympic buildings
 About TEQOYA
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Enjoy now our benefits
 [image: picto hepa sans filtres]
 No Disposable Filters

 [image: picto silencieux sans bruit]
 Comfortably silent

 [image: picto economes en énergie]
 Energy-Efficient
(<$10 per year)

 [image: picto simple entretien]
 Simple Maintenance

 [image: picto sans ozone]
 No ozone emissions (03)
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 Imperceptible to the Ear

 [image: picto economes en énergie]
 Energy-Efficient
(<$10 per year)
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 Easy Maintenance
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 No Disposable Filters
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 Ozone-Free Guarantee (03)
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 Easy Maintenance





Many of you trust us
 [image: customer advice] 4.5 See our reviews on Trustpilot

 Protection against atmospheric pollution
 #Protection against pollution



 Prevention against Asthma and Allergies
 #Asthma and allergies



 Effects on Health, Well-being, and Sleep
 #Well-being, sleep, and negative ions



 Prevention of Respiratory Risks in Professional Environments
 #Professional testing



 Depollution of Living Spaces
 #Vehicles



 Fighting odors
 #Bad smells



 Discover all customer testimonials
and field tests




Frequently Asked Questions
 Is an air purifier beneficial?

 We spend 90% of our time indoors, where air can be up to 8 times more contaminated than outdoor air. Indoor air quality is affected by two main types of pollutants:
 	Specific indoor pollutants originating from furniture, upholstery, cleaning agents, human activity, pets, etc.
	External pollutants like fine particles, pollen, and allergens infiltrating indoor spaces from the outside.

 An air purifier is instrumental in reducing continuous exposure to these harmful pollutants, safeguarding our health.



 How can I tell if I need an air purifier?

 Air pollution is often imperceptible. Our S1 sensor aids in evaluating indoor air quality, measuring fine particles, humidity, and temperature. You can either purchase it outright or opt for our "Test My Air" package for a one-month trial.



 How does an air purifier function?

 Various technologies exist in the market. TEQOYA air purifiers utilize ionization without ozone: negative ions, naturally present in pristine environments, charge pollutant particles, extracting them from the air via electrostatic deposition. E-filtration, as employed in the E500 air purifier, supplements ionization by capturing pollutants in a washable filter. For further details, refer to our technology page.





 How do I select the appropriate air purifier?

 To gauge the efficacy of each indoor air purification technology concerning different types of pollutants, we suggest consulting our article "Air Purifiers: What to Choose?". Room size, activity nature, device noise level... are also crucial factors: TEQOYA's range operates silently and adjusts to various room sizes, including bedrooms, living rooms, and even vehicles. The E500 is ideal for spaces with pollutant-emitting activities (e.g., kitchens or workshops for professionals) or areas with high foot traffic (e.g., meeting rooms, waiting areas, hotels, stores).



 Which purifier is suitable for allergy sufferers?

 All TEQOYA air purifiers effectively combat allergens and can eliminate up to 99% of them, depending on usage conditions, throughout their lifespan. Regular cleaning maintains the device's effectiveness. Other technologies, such as HEPA filters, are also highly efficient, but their efficacy diminishes as the filter accumulates dirt, necessitating frequent replacement.
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 +33 1 43 70 52 93
Monday to Friday from 9:30 am to 12:30 pm and from 2 pm to 5 pm (Paris time)
 
 
 
 


 Follow our latest news, be part of our discussions and enjoy our exclusive promotions.
  JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER Enter a valid email address
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 Subscribe to our newsletter to stay informed about air quality, offers and news from TEQOYA!
  Keep in Touch Enter a valid email address






 Thanks !
 ×
 Thanks for connecting with us! We will deal with your request very soon.

 Close



 Thanks !
 ×
 Your subscription has been registered.
We look forward to serve you with relevant informations on air quality!

 Close



 Thanks !
 ×
 Your registration is validated.
Thank you for your confidence. We will notify you by e-mail as soon as the offer is launched.

 Close



 Warning
 ×
 Oups. An error occured when processing your request.
Our team has been notified and will investigate the problem as soon as possible. Thanks for your patience.
 TEQOYA prices vary depending on the country or region of delivery

 Close
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 This product has been added to the cart.
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